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Written Answers

a. Briefly describe the nominated individual: history and past performance (up to 200 words). Required

Hi! My name is Andrey Maksimchenko.

I’m a T-Shape Engineering Manager, Lead Web / SmartTV Developer, International IT Judge and IT Mentor with 10+ years of versatile technical experience.

I’ve been enwrapped by IT-world since my early school days. Obtained Bachelor and Master Degree in Computer Science and Software Engineering. So far I have profound
expertise in Javascript, Angular / React, NodeJS, CI/CD, AWS, and Databases. I do have the heart for Web Development and Engineering Management, but during my career I've
also worked a lot on the creation of Hybrid Mobile & Smart TV apps, DevOps, Delivery & Resource Management, System Design, and Interviewing. So I've got a lot to share!

b. Outline the nominee's achievements since the beginning of 2021 that you wish to bring to the judges' attention (up to 250

words). Required

* I co-founded Knowledge Level-Up courses for students in the University of Informatics to help them progress in their studies by conducting workshops on Computer Science and
Software Development and advance their hard and soft skills.

* I created JavaScript framework for SmartTV devices, that allows developers to create SmartTV apps via popular frontend tools like Angular, React, and alike. Later I co-founded a
profitable American IT Startup where I as a CTO incubated an efficient technical team with over 30+ employees.

* I have enormous Mentoring background on diverse platforms like Preply, WomenGoTech, PushFar, MentorService, Solvery, etc, and already helped more than 300+ mentees
worldwide since 2021!

* I’m a popular Tech Publisher. I've written a lot of expert pubs in science journals like Science Problems, Science News, popular technical portals like HackerNoon, Dev.Media, and
others about Web / Smart TV development, Time Management, and more. As an example, some pubs this year are not only highly trending, but they have reviewed by more than
20'000 people for just a month!

* I regularly contribute to prevalant Github repos like Angular, Yarn, Fastify, Protobuf, Nest, etc

* I’m a certified IT expert Jury / Judge and member of international IT associations. Occasionally I'm invited to worldwide IT events (awards, conferences, hackathons), where I'm
trusted to nominate innovative solutions, and evaluate achievements of individuals, start-ups, and giant companies around the world (US, EU, UK, Canada, India, China, etc):
Globee Awards, MLH, US Duke University, Orpetron, HackClub, and more! For 2023 I've judged more than 40 IT events!
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c. Explain why the achievements you have highlighted are unique or significant. If possible compare the achievements to the

performance of other players in your industry and/or to the nominee's past performance (up to 250 words). Required

These unique and significant achievements are testaments of immense expertise and contribution to the Software Development industry

* Co-founding of University Level-Up courses shows commitment to education and empowering students. It provides invaluable opportunities for students to enhance their
knowledge. This initiative sets apart by actively contributing to the academic community and supporting students' growth.

* Creating a JavaScript framework for SmartTV devices and co-founding a profitable IT startup demonstrates unique technical expertise and innovation in the field. By enabling
developers to use popular frontend tools for SmartTV app development, I've simplified the process and expanded the possibilities in this domain. Being CTO showcases the ability
to lead a successful technical team.

* Having mentored over 300+ individuals since 2021 is evidence of dedication to helping others succeed. As a significant contribution it let to share unique knowledge, guide aspiring
professionals, and positively impact their careers. It made a difference in many people's lives.

* Being a popular tech writer with publications in respected journals/portals is a fact that many publications gained significant traction and receiving 20K+ reviews per each
emphasizes its value and impact.

* Continuous contribution to prevalent repositories demonstrates active involvement in the development of widely used technologies.

* Being a certified IT Jury/Judge & member of IT associations substantiates the reputation and credibility within the industry. This involvement in prestigious IT events and the role in
evaluating innovative solutions/achievements demonstrate huge expertise and authority in the field. This global recognition and participation in events showcase the broad industry
engagement.

d. Reference any attachments of supporting materials throughout this nomination and how they provide evidence of the claims you

have made in this nomination (up to 250 words). Optional

Overall, these achievements stand out due to their breadth and depth, spanning education, technical innovation, mentoring, publishing, and industry high recognition. These
accomplishments not only showcase outstanding capabilities but also highlight a positive impact on students, developers, managers, and the larger tech community. This track
record of success positions me as a highly accomplished professional in the field of computer science and software development.

I already judged a lot of events including but not limited to HackThePlan, All-In-One Hackathon, MapHacks 2, Hardware Hackfest, Bot Hacketit, HackBattle, ClimateHacks,
Design&Hacks, TechTogether, ChatHacks, Young Youth Innovators, TurtleHacks, Duke University Conference, and more.

Here're some links supporting all achievements:

• LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewmaksimchenko

• Globee Awards: https://globeeawards.com/andrey-maksimchenko

* MentorService: https://mentorservice.online/mentory/andrew-maksimchenko

• Orpetron: https://orpetron.com/user/maximchenko

• Duke University Conference Hackathon: https://www.dukeweb3conference.com, https://hackdw3c.devpost.com

• TurtleHacks: https://turtlehacks.devpost.com

• and others

I helped a ton of women across the globe while being a mentor in WomenGoTech (https://womengotech.com) and other alike accelerator programs.

Here are my recent publications:

* https://hackernoon.com/boost-your-productivity-as-a-software-engineer

* https://hackernoon.com/javascript-file-handling-writing-contest-by-filestack-and-hackernoon

* https://hackernoon.com/soft-skills-of-the-it-future-what-will-set-you-apart

* https://devby.io/news/oxagile-coding

* and more

See my recent certifications attached :)

I'm always glad to convey my fighting spirit, passion, and energy, bring fresh ideas on various challenges, and share my invaluable life and professional experience!
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